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Draw synonym in urdu

Drawing - Urdu Meaning and Translation of Drawing ( یزادنا طوطخ   - khutoot andazi), Total 2 meanings for Drawing , Urdu Roman Meaning for the word Drawing , Synonyms, Antonym, Image/Illustration, Definition in English and more. See English Meanings of: khutootandazikhutootkashi 1. n. the act of moving a load by
drawing or pulling2. n. act of obtaining or draining something such as electricity or a liquid from a source3. N. Players buy (or are given) opportunities and prizes are distributed via launch lots4. n. creating images or artistic diagrams5. n. a representation of shapes or objects on a surface using lines6. n. a hand-drawn
illustration published in a book or magazine Draw a weapon. Draw a wagon. Draw synonyms Get Out Pull Out Take Out Force Related to draw advertising ad 10 out of 27. انرک ذخا   Akhz Karna : Draw : (verb) do, formulate, or derive in the mind. I draw a line here. Draw a conclusion.+ MoreDraw parallels.18 of 27. ل�  Jana
lay : Draw : (verb) take or take someone to a certain action or condition. She was attracted to despair. The Chair refused to be attracted to give an ultimatum.+ MoreThe session was ready. Related : Modify 19 out of 27. انا�ب  Bahana : Draw : (verb) causes to flow. Related : Remove 21 out of 27. انپناھڈ  Dhanpna : Draw :
(verb) move or pull in order to cover or discover something. Draw the shadows. Draw the curtains. Related : Close 23 of 27. انلیکھد  Dhakailna : Pull Draw : (verb) causes to move in a certain direction by exerting a force on either physically or in an abstract sense. Related : Move How to Draw Pokemon.The natural way to
draw: A work plan for art study. How to draw big cats. Marco Kistler's Draw Squad.useful WordsCause Get Have Induce Make Stimulate : انرک �دامآ   Amada Karna : cause to do; cause to act in a specified manner. The ads led me to buy a VCRContainer : بڈ�  Daba : any object that can be used to hold things (especially a
large metal object box of standardized dimensions that can be loaded from one form of transport to another). Cover Cover Cover Screen : نکھڈ  Dahakan : a cover that serves to hide or protect something. A screen of trees that offer privacyMover: گج� یرسود  �س  �گج  کیا   Ek Jaga Se Dusri Jaga Jana : change residence,
affiliation or workplace. Ali bhai moved to the U.S. with his familyOut : Doar : away from home. Get out of thereTira: انچنیھک  Khynchna : apply the force to cause movement towards the source of the movement. Pull the ropeNether Under : ش� یک  �چین   Neeche Ki Shay : located below or below something else. We are one
under the shadow of this flag Reader Dictionary The most reliable dictionary with more than 200K words, phrases and their meanings Meanings Urdu, Pronouncement and Verbal shapes: (draw, draw, draw) Noun: drawing 1. draw a ravine that is shallower than a ravine 2 �. draw [ Synonyms: attractor, attraction,
attractor, drawing card] An artist who attracts large audiences audiences it was the biggest drawing card they had; 3 الاو� �نرک  �جوتم  �الاو  �نچنھک  فرط  ینپا  . draw [ Synonyms: standoff, draw] The end of a contest in which the score is tied and the winner is undecided the game ended in a draw; his record was 3 wins, 6
losses and a draw; 4 شکمشک� . draw [Synonyms: lot] Anything (straws or pebbles, etc.) taken or randomly chosen the fate of the draw; drew lots for it; 5 یزادنا� �عرق  . pull out a game card or cards dealt or taken from the pack got a couple of kings in the draw; 6 �. draw [ Synonyms: Hook, Hook] A left-curved golf shot for
a right-handed golfer took lessons to heal his hook; 7 اڑکنا� . tie [ Synonyms: tie game] (football) the quarterback moves backwards as if passing and then delivers the ball to the fullback that is running towards the scrimmage line 8 �. Draw [ Synonyms: Draw Poker] Poker in which a player can discard cards and receive
dealer substitutes only played tie and stallion; 9 �. draw [ Synonyms: hauling, transport] The act of drawing or hauling something hauling up the hill was very slowly; اک �نچنیھک   the verb�: drawing 1. draw [ Synonyms: Pull] Causes you to move by pulling a cart; pull a sled; 2 اناگل� اکھد  . draw [Synonyms: Harvest] Get or
Derive It Got Great Benefits from Your Association Membership; 3 انرک� لصاح  . draw [ Synonyms: outline, describe, line, draw] Make a mark or lines on a surface draw a line; draw the outline of a figure in the sand; 4 انچنیھک� ریکل  �انانب  �کاخ  . draw [ Synonyms: Do] Make, Formulate, or Derive in Mind I Draw a Line Here;
draw a conclusion; draw parallels; make an estimate; What do you do about his comments?; 5 انرک� ذخا  . draw [ Synonyms: exit, pull, pull, pull] Bring, take or extract from a container or from under a deck draw a weapon; pull out a gun; The robber pulled a knife on his victim; 6 انلاکن� . draw Represent by drawing, as with a
pencil, chalk, etc. on a surface She drew an elephant; Draw me a horse; 7 انانب� �س  لسنیپ  . draw [ Synonyms: Remove] Remove the liquid from a container or well She pulled water out of the barrel; 8 �. draw [ Synonyms: describe, describe] Give a description of Drew an elaborate attack plan; انرک� تحاضو  �انرک  حیرشت 
�انچنیھک 9 �شقن  . draw Select or take from a given group or region Participants in the experiment were extracted from a representative population; 10 �. get answers from Elicit, such as objections, criticisms, applause, etc. The President's comments attracted strong criticism from Republicans; The comedian drew a lot of
laughter; 11 �. draw [ Synonyms: drag, blow] Suck or take (air) draw a deep breath; draw on a cigarette; 12 انیل� شک  . draw Move or go consistently or The ship approached the coast; 13 انآ� �تس�آ  �تس�آ  . draw [ Synonyms: pull, pull, remove] Remove (a commodity) from (a source of supply) She pulled $2,000 out of the
account; Doctors took medical supplies out of the emergency bank; 14 اناولکن� . Draw [ Synonyms: Cast] Choose to randomly draw a card; launch lots; 15 �. draw [ Synonyms: Get] Win or Achieve a Base by Being Walked by the Launcher Draw a Base on the Balls; 16 �. draw Bring or take someone to a certain action or
condition She was drawn to despair; The President refused to be lured to give an ultimatum; The session was done with an end; 17 اناج� �ل  . draw cause to flow The nurse drew blood; 18 �. draw Write a legal document or document The deed was drawn in the attorney's office; 19 �. draw Participate in drawing He spent
the day drawing in the garden; 20 انرک� یشک  ریوصت  . draw Move or Pull in order to cover or discover something draw the shadows; draw the curtains; 21 انپناھڈ� . Draw Allow a draft This fireplace draws very well; 22 �. drawing Require a specified depth to float This ship draws 70 inches; 23 �. draw [ Synonyms: tie and
quarter, fourth] Pull (one person) apart with four horses tied to their limbs, in order to execute it in the old days, people were drawn and discredited for certain crimes; 24 انرک� لتق  رک  ھدناب  �س  ںوڑوھگ  ںواپ  ھتا�  . draw [Synonyms: Pull] Cause to move in a certain direction by exerting a force on either physically or in an
abstract sense A declining dollar toppled the export figures for the last quarter; 25 انلیکھد� . Draw [ Synonyms: absorb, drink, absorb, blow, suck, suck, take, take] Take, also metaphorically The sponge absorbs well from water; She drew strength from the minister's words; 26 انرک� بذج  �انیلومس  . draw [Synonyms: Attract,
Attract, Pull, Pull] Direct to yourself or yourself through some psychological power or physical attributes His good appearance attracts the eyes of many men; The ad attracted many potential customers; This pianist attracts large crowds; The store owner was glad that the ad attracted many new customers; انچنیھک� �اناھبل 
27. draw [ Synonyms: string, thread] Thread on or as in a chain string string beads in a chain; the boy drew glass beads on a rope; dry cranberries threaded; 28 انورپ� . draw [ Synonyms: guide, pass, run] Pass over, through, or through Ran your eyes on your body; She ran her fingers along the carved figure; He drew his
hair through his fingers; 29 انریھپ� �اناڑود  . tie [ Synonyms: draw] Finish a match with an equal number of points, goals, etc. The teams tied a tie; 30 �. drawing contract The material drawn after it was washed in hot water; 31 �. Drawing Reduce the diameter of (a wire or metal rod) by pulling it through a die draw wire; �
32. draw Steep; pass through a strainer remove the pulp from the fruit; 33 �. draw [ Synonyms: mouth, eviscerate] the bowels of drawing a chicken; 34 انلاکن� نیتنآ  �ک  رک  کاچ  ٹیپ  . draw flattening, stretching or molding metal or glass, rolling or pulling it through a die or stretching drawing steel; 35 �. draw Cause to locate at
one point Draw blood and pus; � Derived Words: Absorb, Absorb, Attract, Attract, attractiveness, casting, delineation, representation, description, drag, drawee, drawer, drawing, evisceration, Haul, hook, inbebber, line, liner, image, puff, pull, pull, fourth, rope, rope, sucker, sucker, thread, tie, level, tracer, tracer, tracking,
withdrawal See also: draw, pass, pass, pull along, pull back, pull down, suck on antonym: Generic words: alter, awaken, organize, ask, be , change shape, choose, close, compose, create, create by mental act, mentally create, deform, demand, derive, move, draw, effect, effect, provoke, create, entertain, match, match,
match, equate, evoke, expose, expose, finish, fire, shape, gain, go, golf shooting, golf, ravine, indite, infuse, , involve, kill, ignite, locate, locate, locomotive, mark, match, modify, move, need, need, object, pen, physical object, , poker, poker game, apply, provoke, pull, pull, lift, remove, represent, require, run, run, play
running, select, set, configure, shape, shut, steep, swing, take, remove, thin, travel, withdraw, write specific words: hijack, add, stain, bring, cart, cartoon, catch, chalk, chalk, charcoal, check, miss, check, check, circumscribe, build, crayon, dead heat, deglycerolize, delineate, diagram, dip, disinversion, deflection, , doodle,
drag, draw, fill, get, pull, bomb, rack, represent, retract, rub, ruler, shadow, siphon, siphon out, sketch, shuffling, sponge, stalemate, stretch, suck, ooze, siphon, tap, thread, trailer, tugboat, retouch, shrink, untangle, winch, clean,
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